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The UK’s  E lec t ronic  Trade Documents  Act  (“ETDA”)  comes in to

ef fec t  on 20 September 2023. I t  a ims to  fac i l i ta te  the use of

e lec t ronic  t rade documents ,  such as an e lec t ronic  b i l l  o f  lading

(“E.B/L”) .  By subs t i tu t ing paper record-keeping wi th  e lec t ronic

t rade documents ,  the ETDA wi l l  he lp to  reduce cos ts  for

bus inesses ,  as  wel l  as  the carbon footpr in t  o f  t rade and dr ive

more compet i t i ve  pr ic ing for  consumers .

Under the ETDA, the legislature has adeptly dealt with the issue of “possession” and “transferability”. The ETDA provides that a

person may possess, endorse and part with possession of an electronic trade document. An electronic trade document has the

same effect as an equivalent paper trade document and anything done in rela�on to an electronic trade document has the same

effect as it would have in rela�on to an equivalent paper trade document.

The ETDA prescribes the relevant types of trade documents, with the list including well known documents in paper trade

transac�ons such as bills of lading, promissory notes, delivery orders and cargo insurance cer�ficates. However, to implement

the ETDA properly, the primary focus is now on establishing a “reliable system”. A trade document covered by the ETDA can be

an electronic trade document only if a “reliable system” is used. For a system to be considered “reliable”, it needs to comply with

the criteria set out in sec�ons 2(2) and 2(5) of the ETDA.

REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE  ETDA

Sec�on 2(2) sets out what the reliable system needs to do to ensure that electronic

informa�on cons�tutes an “electronic trade document”. The system needs to:

iden�fy the document so that it can be dis�nguished from any copies;

protect the document against unauthorised altera�on;

secure the document such that it is not possible for more than one person to exercise control of the document at any one
�me;

allow any person who is able to exercise control of the document to demonstrate that the person is able to do so; and
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secure that a transfer of the document is effec�ve to deprive any person who was able to exercise control of the document
immediately before the transfer of the ability to do so (unless the person is able to exercise control by virtue of being a
transferee).

Sec�on 2(5) sets out the ma�ers to be taken into account when determining whether a system is reliable. The phrasing of the

ETDA suggests that this is an indica�ve rather than an exhaus�ve list. The ma�ers for considera�on include:

any rules of the system that apply to its opera�on;

any measures taken to secure the integrity of informa�on held on the system;

any measures taken to prevent unauthorised access to and use of the system;

the security of the hardware and so�ware used by the system;

the regularity of and extent of any audit of the system by an independent body;

any assessment of the reliability of the system made by a body with supervisory or regulatory func�ons; and

the provisions of any voluntary scheme or industry standard that apply in rela�on to the system.

KEY REQUIREMENTS OF A “REL IABLE  SYSTEM”

We provide an illustra�on below of some of the features a reliable E.B/L system under the ETDA might contain. The ETDA is

generally agnos�c and the following descrip�on is not intended to infer a preference for one type of technology or model to

another. In the illustra�on below, we assume that the par�es have a digital bill of lading which contains all the informa�on that

would be contained in a paper bill of lading. Such electronic documents are already in wide use, for example electronic forms

supplied by providers such as Bolero, EssDOCS, e-�tle, edoxOnline, CargoX and WAVE. Some carriers (par�cularly in the

container trade) have digital bills of lading as part of their own systems and BIMCO has developed and published an electronic

bill of lading standard (eBL Standard) for the bulk shipping sector. The key features are:

detailed rule books se�ng up a contractual construct for transferring and possessing
electronic trade documents binding all users of the system should no longer be
necessary. However, post ETDA online systems will likely s�ll involve so�ware user
agreements where par�es must register or agree to use the system on standard
terms and condi�ons but probably with some bespoke provisions for the relevant
E.B/L system. System designers and their primary customers will also need to
consider the need for KYC (know your client) and AML (an�-money laundering)

requirements to be sa�sfied;

the system should be able to generate unique cryptographic keys embedded in the digital trade documents;

the system should also ensure that the par�es to each transac�on can be iden�fied and issued with a unique security key to
access the system. No other party should be able to access the system for that transac�on;

when the goods are shipped and freight has been paid, the shipper should be able to receive the E.B/L from the carrier. This
would entail the carrier using the security keys to access the system and offer to transfer the E.B/L to the shipper, and the
shipper using its keys to accept;
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the transferability and nego�ability of the E.B/L are of paramount importance and so the system must have a func�on to
indorse the E.B/L;

the holder of the E.B./L. should be able to scan a QR code or other similar technology and/or type in a unique key to allow
the document to be authen�cated and its details checked. Once the instrument is authen�cated, the holder can transfer
�tle;

once the transfer takes place the carrier or former holder of the E.B/L should not be able to access the E.B/L and should not
control any subsequent transfers. A key requirement of the ETDA is that only one party at any one �me can use, transfer or
otherwise dispose of an electronic trade document; and

at any stage the electronic trade document should be capable of being converted into a paper trade document in line with
the requirements of the ETDA.

NEXT  STEPS

The requirements in sec�ons 2(5)(e) and (f) of the ETDA place some importance on

an independent technical, third-party advisor/assessor audi�ng the system and the

hardware and so�ware used. In addi�on, certain recognised industry criteria or

standards already exist for objec�vely describing levels of development and levels of

security. There is currently no consensus as to what a “reliable” system should be in rela�on to electronic trade documents nor

is there is a regulator to oversee the system. The Centre for Digital Trade and Innova�on (under the ICC) is aiming to develop

criteria for and /or a register of reliable systems such that any system wan�ng to comply with the terms of the ETDA has a

mechanism for iden�fying the standards they would need to meet once they have sa�sfied the criteria to be registered as such.

The inten�on is to build and deliver a model by the second quarter of 2024.

Un�l consensus on such a model or models are established, par�es assessing electronic document systems would need to

consider the individual factors set out in the ETDA on a case-by-case basis. In par�cular, whether the access is via an assured

authen�ca�on of the corporate or individual par�cipator in a system, the security of the system via compliance with good

cybersecurity standards and integrity of the system due to interoperable and machine-readable data management methods.

Another important factor for E.B/L systems on the road to commercialisa�on will be

the role of the P&I Clubs. Before approving the E.B/L and use of blockchain based

systems, P&I Clubs will need to sa�sfy themselves that an electronic bill of lading s�ll

performs the three func�ons of a paper bill of lading which customarily underpin

P&I cover, namely, as a receipt, as a document of �tle and as a contract of carriage

incorpora�ng the required defences and liability exclusions for the carrier. There are

currently ten systems approved by the Interna�onal Group of P&I Clubs and they

expect that a�er the ETDA comes into force there will be many more (see the

circular issued by Interna�onal Group P&I Clubs dated 12 September 2023).
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Users of E.B/Ls under the ETDA will s�ll need to ensure that their contractual arrangements (i.e., their charterparty clauses or bill

of lading terms and condi�ons) and the terms of use and capabili�es of the “system” align and provide clarity on various issues,

to avoid poten�al disputes. Inevitably, some thought should be given to what a challenge to the reliability of an ETDA system

might look like. In what circumstances might this arise? How will reliability be determined par�cularly if the developer is not part

of the relevant dispute between say, a carrier and a cargo receiver in a private arbitra�on?

A robust regulatory or industry framework in rela�on to the reliability would certainly go a long way in encouraging the use of

electronic trade documents but it is difficult to predict when the electronic trade document �pping point for general usage will

come. However, full interna�onal buy-in would be required both commercially and legally to achieve the desired result.

Interoperability is a key issue. The systems would need to connect with other electronic systems facilita�ng interna�onal trade.

Trust would need to be developed between various exis�ng and new stakeholders who can be part of the solu�on, but

commercial self-interest is to be expected, risking digital islands that become blockers. Confidence in iden�fying “reliable

systems” will allow providers and users to take full advantage of the ETDA.
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